AUPRS & ACC Meeting Schedule
September 2018 - July 2019

September 2018 *September 3rd (Labor Day); Classes commence September 6th
- September 7th - AUPRS***
- September 21st – ACC
- September 28th - AUPRS

October 2018 *October 8th -9th Holiday (Thanksgiving)
- October 12th - AUPRS
- October 26th - ACC

November 2018 November 29th classes conclude
- November 9th – AUPRS
- November 23rd – ACC
- November 30th – AUPRS

December 2018
- December 7th - AUPRS
- December 14th – ACC (Holiday Appreciation Luncheon)

January 2019 *Classes commence January 7th
- January 11th – AUPRS
- January 18th – ACC
- January 25th - AUPRS

February 2019 *February 18th (Family Day) - No classes that week
- February 8th – ACC
- February 15th - AUPRS

March 2019
- March 1st - AUPRS
- March 15th – ACC
- March 29th – AUPRS
April 2019 *April 19th (Good Friday)
  April 12th - AUPRS
  April 26th – ACC

May 2019 *May 20th (Victoria Day)
  May 3rd - AUPRS
  May 24th – ACC
  May 31st - AUPRS

June 2019
  June 14th - AUPRS
  June 21st – ACC

July 2019*July 1st (Canada Day)
  July 5th - AUPRS
  July 19th – ACC
  July 26th – AUPRS

* Holidays / Dates to consider
The AUPRS Meetings are tentatively fixed on these dates; we may have additional of fewer meetings depending on the AUP influx.